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ABSTRACT

HUEBNER, M., D. E. MELTZER, Á. BJARNASON, and A. PERPEROGLOU. Comparison of Olympic-Style Weightlifting Performances

of Elite Athletes: Scaling Models Account for Body Mass.Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 55, No. 12, pp. 2281-2289, 2023. Purpose:We de-

veloped a scale for comparison of performances by weightlifters of different body mass and compare this scaling formula to current systems.

Methods: Data from Olympics and World and Continental Championships from 2017 to 2021 were obtained; results from athletes with dop-

ing violations were excluded, resulting in performances from 1900 athletes from 150 countries for use in analysis. Functional relationships

between performance and body mass were explored by testing various transformations of body mass in the form of fractional polynomials

that include a wide range of nonlinear relationships. These transformations were evaluated in quantile regression models to determine the best

fit, examine sex differences, and distinguish fits for different performance levels (90th, 75th, and 50th percentiles). Results: The resulting

model used a transformation of body mass with powers −2 and 2 for males and females and was used to specify a scaling formula. The small

percentage deviations between modeled and actual performances confirm the high accuracy of the model. In the subset of medalists, scaled

performances were comparable across different body masses, whereas both Sinclair and Robi scalings, currently used in competitions, were

more variable. The curves had similar shapes for the 90th and 75th percentile levels but were less steep for the 50th percentile. Conclusions:

The scaling formula we derived to compare weightlifting performances across a range of bodymass can easily be implemented in the competition

software to determine the overall best lifters. This is an improvement over current methods that do not accurately account for differences in body

mass and result in bias or yield large variations even with small differences in body mass despite identical performances. Key Words:

OLYMPICS, WEIGHTLIFTING, ELITE ATHLETES, DOPING, QUANTILE REGRESSION, FRACTIONAL POLYNOMIALS

Weightlifting athletes compete in body mass catego-
ries and thus can be successful in winning medals
at a range of bodymass. Currently, the International

Weightlifting Federation (IWF) recognizes 10 body mass cate-
gories for males and females. For males, these range from 55 to
109 kg and include an unlimited category without a maximum
allowable body mass. For females, the categories range from
45 to 87 kg as well as an unlimited category. Typically, elite
weightlifters with a higher body mass can lift more weight than
those with a lower body mass. In addition to medals within
body mass categories, trophies are sometimes awarded for the
overall best lifters across all categories. Nationsmay aim to rank
lifters irrespective of body mass for their national team selec-
tion. To select competitors for the Tokyo 2021OlympicGames,
the IWF employed a mathematical system that ranked athletes
of all body masses on a common point scale (that is, using a
“scaling”method), allowing athletes to gain points in one body
mass category to qualify for competition in a different category.
It is of interest to develop a method for scaling weightlifting
performances across body mass to compare performances to
determine the “best” athletes regardless of body mass.

In Olympic-style weightlifting, performance is measured by
the sum of the best snatch (of three attempts) and the best clean
and jerk (of three attempts); at least one valid lift of each type
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